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            Abstract
Intramembrane proteases catalyse the signal-generating step of various cell signalling pathways, and continue to be implicated in diseases ranging from malaria infection to Parkinsonian neurodegeneration1,2,3. Despite playing such decisive roles, it remains unclear whether or how these membrane-immersed enzymes might be regulated directly. To address this limitation, here we focus on intramembrane proteases containing domains known to exert regulatory functions in other contexts, and characterize a rhomboid protease that harbours calcium-binding EF-hands. We find calcium potently stimulates proteolysis by endogenous rhomboid-4 in Drosophila cells, and, remarkably, when rhomboid-4 is purified and reconstituted in liposomes. Interestingly, deleting the amino-terminal EF-hands activates proteolysis prematurely, while residues in cytoplasmic loops connecting distal transmembrane segments mediate calcium stimulation. Rhomboid regulation is not orchestrated by either dimerization or substrate interactions. Instead, calcium increases catalytic rate by promoting substrate gating. Substrates with cleavage sites outside the membrane can be cleaved but lose the capacity to be regulated. These observations indicate substrate gating is not an essential step in catalysis, but instead evolved as a mechanism for regulating proteolysis inside the membrane. Moreover, these insights provide new approaches for studying rhomboid functions by investigating upstream inputs that trigger proteolysis.
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                    Figure 1: Calcium rapidly stimulates intramembrane proteolysis in Drosophila cells by endogenous DmRho4.[image: ]


Figure 2: Calcium directly regulates intramembrane proteolytic activity of DmRho4.[image: ]


Figure 3: Intermolecular interactions do not mediate DmRho4 regulation by calcium.[image: ]


Figure 4: Regulation of intramembrane proteolysis by lateral substrate gating.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 The rhomboid-4 subfamily of rhomboid proteases.
a, ClustalW multiple sequence alignment of the conserved N-terminal EF-hand domains of 24 members of the rhomboid-4 subfamily (generated in Biology Workbench, http://workbench.sdsc.edu). Identical residues are shaded in green, highly conserved residues in yellow, and similar residues in cyan. The EF-hand calcium-binding loop consensus sequence is given below the alignment. b, Rooted tree of the 24 rhomboid-4 homologues. Genus and species names are colour-coded as follows: primates (blue), other mammals (green), birds (purple), fish (pink), non-vertebrate chordate (cyan), nematode (orange), and insects (red), with vernacular names given in parentheses, followed by National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) accession numbers.


Extended Data Figure 2 Activity and thermostability analysis of DmRho4 mutants.
a, Comparison of calcium stimulation of DmRho4 versus its EF-hand domain deletion mutant (ΔEF), and a mutant lacking the entire cytosolic domain (ΔN). Upper diagram shows position of domains (demarked by residue numbers) and the corresponding deletion constructs. Transmembrane segments are shown as grey rectangles. GFP–Spitz substrate and cleavage products (green bands in the anti-GFP western) are denoted by black and white triangles, respectively. DmRho4 protein levels are shown as red bands (anti-HA western). b, Analysis of DmRho4 loop 2, 4, and 6 mutant protein levels from Fig. 2f (calcium stimulation conditions). c, DmRho4 loop 2, 4, and 6 mutants were assayed for cleavage of GFP–Spitz under basal (unstimulated) conditions for ∼24 h in the absence of calcium. Cleavage product (green bands, white arrowhead) was detected in media fractions for most of the mutants at levels comparable to the wild-type enzyme. Corresponding DmRho4 protein levels are shown as red bands (anti-HA western analyses). d, Wild-type DmRho4 and engineered variants were expressed and purified from bacteria, subjected to quantitative thermal stability analysis, and transition temperature midpoints (Tm) were derived (error bars, s.d. of four experimental replicates). The thermal stability of mutant DmRho4 proteases was indistinguishable from that of wild-type DmRho4.


Extended Data Figure 3 Calcium does not regulate DmRho4 through intermolecular interactions.
a, Anti-Flag co-immunoprecipitation analysis of HA–DmRho4 and APP–Spi7–Flag substrate from proteoliposomes in the presence or absence of 0.5 mM calcium. An inactive mutant of DmRho4 (S299A) was used to facilitate substrate complex isolation. The amount of HA-tagged DmRo4 co-immunoprecipitated with the Flag-tagged substrate was not affected by the presence of 0.5 mM calcium. L, load; B, bound. b, Anti-Flag co-immunoprecipitation of Flag–DmRho4 and HA–DmRho4 from proteoliposomes. HA-tagged DmRho4 failed to co-immunoprecipitate with Flag-tagged DmRho4 in both the absence and presence of 0.5 mM calcium. c, Mixing a catalytic mutant (H358A) and a calcium-binding mutant (E382A) cannot rescue calcium stimulation in trans (star indicates lane where a product would be expected with the mixed single mutants).


Extended Data Figure 4 Lateral substrate gating underlies direct regulation of intramembrane proteolysis.
a, Thermostability analysis of single and double cysteine mutants of DmRho4 (error bars, s.d. of four experimental replicates). b, Average relative proportions of cleavage at the external cleavage site (orange) compared with the internal cleavage site (blue) are shown for DmRho4 in the absence (no Ca) and presence (+ Ca) of 1 mM calcium (error bars, standard error of replicate experiments). The external site was favoured in the absence of calcium (approximately 80%) while internal cleavage was preferred in the presence of calcium (approximately 70%). c, DmRho4 loop 4 and loop 6 calcium-binding site mutants retained calcium-independent cleavage of a substrate harbouring only an external cleavage site. Full-length substrate (filled triangle) and cleavage product (open triangle) are indicated. d, Cleavage of a substrate with external and internal cleavage sites was compared for E. coli GlpG, P. stuartii AarA, and V. cholerae Rho1 in the absence (no Ca) or presence (+ Ca) of 0.5 mM calcium. The relative proportions of cleavage at the two sites varied between the bacterial rhomboid proteases, but in no case did calcium alter the cleavage site preference.
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        Editorial Summary
Calcium activation of rhomboid protease
The active sites of intramembrane proteases are deep in the middle of the lipid bilayer. This means that the substrate, which is a transmembrane domain of an integral membrane protein, needs to overcome energetic/entropic barriers to leave the hydrophobic environment of the cellular membrane and enter the active site of the protease. In this manuscript, Rosanna P. Baker and Siniša Urban show that addition of calcium leads to the activation of rhomboid-4, an intramembrane protease that contains an EF-hand domain helix-loop-helix structural domain, a feature found in in a large family of calcium-binding proteins. They determined that the relevant calcium-binding site is formed by a pair of cytoplasmic loops and showed that calcium increases the catalytic rate of this protease by triggering the opening of the lateral substrate gate within the membrane.
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